
A foundational learning
series designed to help you

start on your personal
journey toward

understanding race and
culture. 4 hours.

A reflective learning series
designed to encourage and
equip educators to transform
their school communities from
the inside out through student-

centered teaching and
leadership. 5 hours. 

Our flagship series on teaching
for excellence and equity. Topics
include effective planning and

delivery for exemplary
instruction, building strong
learning partnerships,  that

features critical pedagogies for
exemplary learning.  8 hours. 
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A 2-part, hands-on workshop
for current and aspiring

school leaders designed to
help develop the knowledge,
skills, and mindsets to lead for

equity and excellence. 
8 hours.

"Thank you for everything. I love the
way the presenters shared about their

personal reflections and created
space for others to reflect and

share."
Myo X., CA

 

"Every teacher needs to hear
this - old and new.

Incredible."
Cynthia C., TX

2023

"I could listen to you speak all day
and never get tired. Thank you for

your passion!"
-Brian S., TX

A leadership session for 7th-
12th grade student leaders to
develop skills and confidence

to lead for change in the
classroom, across their
campus, and in their
community. 3 hours.

EXCELLENCE &
EQUITY IN
EDUCATION

“You are a systems genius. I am
thinking about my work in ways I

never have before.”
Joseph R., CT

“I really didn't realize that I wasn't
serving all my students well until

this session. Thank you for this and
for the strategies to do better.”

Janet W., CA

A practical series on identifying
inequity in your classroom and

campus and practical, actionable
strategies for ensuring equity every

day in every day. 4 hours. 



10questions
for ensuring equity 
in school discipline
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Our dynamic keynotes are 
 always informative, interactive,
and highly inspiring! We offer

keynote addresses for students
or staff and for for all

occasions.

“This was officially the highest-
rated keynote in our conference's
history. We have to have you back

next year!”
Amy V., VT

A comprehensive framework
for whole-school restorative

schooling. Includes circle
training, circle curriculum, and

implementation support. 
8 hours. 

A framework for evaluating
and shifting classroom and

school culture practices and
policies for more equitable

outcomes. 75 min.   

strongstrong
startstart

A series for new school
leaders. Focuses on critical

practices and essential
actions for effective

leadership from the start.
Includes tools for instructional
and operational leadership. 

8 hours.   

A series for new teachers.
New Teacher University
focuses on foundational

instructional practices for
effective instruction from day

one. Includes tools for
instructional planning and
classroom management. 

8 hours.   

EDU
DEI

This series prepares you to
lead diversity, equity, and
inclusion efforts in your

school, district, or community.
We focus on data, dialogue,

and decision-making
processes. 8 hours. 
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